
To  Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg PA appeal 3/9/7(.) 

I intend this PA appeal as more than a mere 
personal appeal. I would hope that if my beliefs 
are correct, and in general 1 know they are, that 
the FBI might be willing to learn and end same 
of the evil it has visited upon so many people., 
including my wife and me, by the retailing of 
gossip that, if at all relevant, it has failed 
to check and confirm. 

While the number of backward areas in the 
country is diminishing, there remain some and 
in many instances city-bred FBI agents have no 
familiarity with these small local situations 
or the prevailing folkways and mores. 

The attached obituary reports the death of 
one I believe was involved irwhat I have without 
denial characterized as vicious false reports 
relating to my wife and me that were distributed 
by the FBI. I believe that.in my prompt appeal (no response after years) I indentified 
the Roses in some detail. There is no aspect of that awful stuff the FBI gathered and put. 
out under a spurious cover 'for it that is not easily explained. I believe this is the 
reason the FBI did no checking. It wanted to be able to spread this libellous misinformation 
and wanted no disproof s. 

There is no point in my taking time for the repetition of what 1  provided the FBI in 
great detail. With Ward, however,"the immediate cau2e of friction between us was his 
refusal to abide by the local law and restrains, of all things, his peacock. 

His peahenL stayed home and were well behaved. But there is no such thing as a well-
debhaved peacock during mating season. Their call sounds like the amplified screaming of 
a woman being murdered. - 

Ward's had a particular affection for my henhouse. When the large creature swooped 
past it seaming there was panic, injury and many broken eggs. 

The last time Ward came to retrieve hiS he was, atypically, afraid of it. So, seeking 
to avoid injury, he grabbed it by that enormous tail to heave it over afTence - all all ) 	 f e aThu4 that beautiful plimage came out in his hands. In disgust he descarded the where he stood, 
used a foot, and the Sense was no longer a.problem. 

The peacock also never returned because Ward thereafter had.him properly fenced-1- on 
the top. ...May those records now be properlY reprecessed un er the appeal? 

dial A . 


